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Chapterr 6
Summaryy and conclusions
Itt is well-known that economic recessions tend to be shorter and more intense than expansions.. This characteristic is often reflected in economic time series data. For these data
nonlinearr models are needed to describe this asymmetric behaviour adequately. Models
thatt are used for this purpose here are the Self Exciting Threshold Autoregressive [SETAR]
andd the Smooth Transition Autoregressive [STAR] model.
Inn general, for minimum mean squared error forecasting with nonlinear models no closed
formm expressions of point forecasts can be determined. Therefore, approximating methods
aree needed. In Chapter 2, the Normal Forecasting Error [NFE] method is applied to variouss SETAR models. The NFE method assumes Gaussianity of the forecasting error of a
pointt forecast for a certain number of steps ahead. This assumption is then utilized for
determiningg the forecast one step further ahead. Accordingly, explicit approximate expressionss are derived for point forecasts and for their variances. By simulation experiments,
thee approximations prove to be reasonably accurate as compared with other methods, like
numericall integration techniques and Monte Carlo forecasting. An advantage of the NFE
methodd is that it is easy to use and not computer intensive. However, only the case of
SETARR models with Gaussian innovations has been considered. It would be of interest to
investigatee the NFE method for SETAR models with non-Gaussian disturbances. Also,
thee application of the NFE method to other models, like the STAR model, can be a topic
forr future research. Nevertheless, taking the conditional expected value as a forecast for
STARR or SETAR models remains questionable, since these models may generate forecasts
withh a multimodal probability density. This topic is not further discussed here.
Mostt macroeconomic time series are transformed to stationarity before models, linear
orr nonlinear, are fitted to them. In Chapter 3 the interaction is examined between the
Box-Coxx transformation with different Box-Cox parameter values and different aspects of
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nonlinearr time series modeling. First, the influence of different Box-Cox parameter values
onn evidence of nonlinearity in the transformed data is examined.

Empirical as well as

simulatedd time series data are used for this purpose. The general finding is that evidence
off iionliiiearity depends on the data transformation. For instance, the transformation may
introducee iionliiiearity in otherwise linear data. Therefore, careful selection of the Box-Cox
parameterr value is advised. Another approach would be to include the Box-Cox parameter
inn the procedure of parameter estimation after selecting a specific model. This can be a
topicc for further research. We also showed that detecting nonlinearity in macroeconomic
timee series is best done for disaggregated data and that aggregated data are less useful.
Thiss confirms earlier findings in empirical work that monthly data are more convenient for
fittingg nonlinear time series models than quarterly data.
Forecastingg with a STAR model with Box-Cox transformed data is also considered in
Chapterr 3. We conclude that levels should not necessarily be forecasted by a model for
thee levels, or log-transformed data forecasted by a model for the log-transformed data. In
general,, imposing a specific Box-Cox transform prior to a forecasting exercise leads to suboptimall forecasts, even if the purpose is to forecast similarly transformed data. Therefore,
selectingg an appropriate Box-Cox transformation may be worthwhile. This conclusion also
holdss when one uses STAR models for the classification in distinctive regimes of various
Box-Coxx transformed time series data. The agreement on regime switches is evaluated
byy using the Kappa coefficient of agreement. The main result is that agreement is low
inn some cases. This means that different Box-Cox transformations of a given time series
variablee lead to (sometimes considerably) different opinions on regime switches in this variable.. Moreover, the agreement decreases when the different Box-Cox data transformations
diverge. .
Apartt from the Box-Cox transformation, seasonal adjustment is another transformation
whichh may influence nonlinearity in time series data. This issue is studied in Chapter 4.
Seasonall adjustment methods assume that seasonality can be separated from other sources
off variation in the data. However, recent work has proven that in empirical time series data
seasonall and nonlinear influences may interact with each other. We examine the impact
off seasonal adjustment on the analysis of implied business cycle chronologies in empirical
macroeconomicc data. For this purpose the seasonal STAR [SEASTAR] model is introduced.
Thiss model describes seasonal behaviour and STAR-type nonlinearity simultaneously. The
SEASTARR model is applied to seasonally unadjusted empirical data, while the STAR model
iss applied to the seasonally adjusted antipodes. The main finding is that for seasonally
adjustedd data recessionary periods tend to last longer. Therefore, seasonal adjustment of
thee data prior to fitting a model influences inference on behaviour of the business cycle, and
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hencee analyzing unadjusted data is to be recommended. Additionally, it may be interesting
inn itself to compare the forecasting performance of both the SEASTAR model and the
STARR model. Especially, the question may be worthwhile which of the two models predicts
recessionss better. The empirical seasonal data in Chapter 4 are quarterly observations.
Althoughh we have rioted before that monthly data show more evidence of nonlinearity,
theyy are not subjected to SEASTAR modeling. The SEASTAR model contains seasonal
dummies.. Therefore, monthly data instead of quarterly data increases the number of model
parameterss in a SEASTAR model considerably, and one would expect that this affects the
forecastingg performance of the model. Modeling and forecasting monthly seasonal data by
aa SEASTAR model can thus be a topic for future research.
Thee SEASTAR model is examined in more detail in Chapter 5. The model representation,, parameter estimation and residual diagnostics are discussed, as well as out-of-sample
forecasting.. SEASTAR models are applied to various quarterly empirical time series. We
concludee that forecasting with these models in some cases outperforms forecasting with
modelss nested within the class of SEASTAR models. In general, almost no evidence is
foundd that seasonal fluctuations change with the business cycle. Finally, as in Chapter 4,
SEASTARR models are compared with STAR models for corresponding seasonally adjusted
seriess with the use of the Kappa coefficient of agreement. The main result is that the
estimatedd business cycles from both models are sometimes quite different from each other.
Thiss supports the idea of modeling unadjusted data, as the SEASTAR model does.
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